In Collaboration with

HLTH EMPLOYER
PROGRAM
Bend Trend.
Curb Cost.
Bust Distrust.

HLTH and Mercer Come Together
HLTH and Mercer are collaborating to forge the future of
employer-sponsored health. Together with Mercer, HLTH
exposes emerging technologies that hold opportunities to
generate substantial and sustainable change in employer—and
employee—health care and costs. The HLTH Employer Program
showcases solutions shaping the future of health: employer-led
and consumer-centric!

Who is HLTH?
HLTH is the leading event for innovation in the health industry.
It’s an unprecedented, large-scale forum for individuals, companies, and policymakers who are reshaping the health industry to learn, collaborate, and evolve. HLTH brings together all
key stakeholders, ranging from established payers, providers,
employers, and pharma services to disruptive startups and prolific investors, as well as representatives from government, health
associations and business groups, media, and industry analysts.
By leading the development of a new dialogue and ecosystem,
HLTH’s mission is to drive substantial reductions in health costs
and dramatic increases in health quality.

The HLTH Employer Program Content
Covers the Most Important Issues Employers
are Grappling with:

• Simplifying complexity and planning for what comes next
• Taking the lead in owning the health data supply chain
• Designing intuitive, efficient and user-centric health systems
• Developing outcome-based methodologies to evaluate
vendors promising health value

• Exploring the brave new world of employer health
solutions and strategies

• Addressing lifestyle and social issues to show
employees you care
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GREAT REASONS
TO ATTEND HLTH:
1. Immerse in dialogue and
push the boundaries
Be amongst the HLTH attendees
driving real change across the
health ecosystem: employers,
payers, providers, pharma, government, consultants, and digital
health innovators.

2. Hear from the most forward thinking industry
execs
Hear from leaders reshaping and
innovating all aspects of health
and learn ways to make radical
improvements in how your organization provides healthcare.

3. Engage with peers and
experts on health
Utilize data-driven insights and
content to make profound decisions on how to lower health costs
and improve health outcomes.

4. Meet with innovative
companies
Who are driving improvements in
employee engagement and health
outcomes through employer/employee-focused solutions
For more information,
please visit our website at:

hlth.com/empoyer-program
mercer.us/hlth
Choose the curated networking event
for FREE access (qualified employers
agree to a minimum of eight, 15-minute
meetings with solution providers) OR
Use code MercerEP to receive
$150 off your registration

WHO?
HLTH 2018 ATTENDEES
May 6 – 9, 2018 at the Aria, Las Vegas

Attendees

CEOs & Founders

C – Level Speakers

700+

375+

3,800+

HLTH provides an
all-encompassing venue for
employers to determine which
solutions and strategies will
best satisfy employees’ health
demands in an affordable and
competitive manner.
Shawn Leavitt
SVP, Total Rewards
Comcast Corporation

HLTH 2018 was the best
conference I attended in a very
long time. I enjoyed all of the
networking opportunities with
new and old colleagues, as well
as the strong content that was
shared throughout. I highly
recommend anyone in the field to
attend a HLTH conference.”

Game Changing Companies

Sponsors

1,700+

235+

Employers

Associations

Pharma

Investors

Startups

Government

Nebeyou Abebe
VP, Health and Wellbeing
Sodexo North America

HLTH has inspired the entire
health industry to step up and
make profound decisions on the
way to engage and inspire people
to manage their health.”
Marcus Osborne
VP, Health Transformation
Walmart
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Payers & Providers

